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BRETHREN CHURCH CEMETERY - OGLETOWN [PT03]

This cemetery is listed in the Internet on-line cemetery lists for this Township, however it is an
aka name [aka OG01] for the cemetery in Ogle township.

















































































RIPPLE CEMETERY     [PT14]

This cemetery name is listed in the Internet on-line cemetery lists, but with no data. It does not
exist in the W.P.A. and DRF compilations.



ST. ANTHONY’S ITALIAN CEMETERY     [PT15]

As will be seen in the following listing, the deaths are all listed in exact chronological order.
Also there are no notations of graves missing markers. Therefore it is likely that the data were
copied from a church record book, rather than from a reading of the cemetery tombstones.



























































SS. CYRIL & METHODIUS CHURCH CEMETERY     [PT16]

As will be seen in the following listing, the deaths are all listed in exact chronological order.
Also there are no notations of graves missing markers. Therefore it is likely that the data were
copied from a church record book, rather than from a reading of the cemetery tombstones.































































ST. JOHN’S SLOVAK ROMAN CATHOLIC CEMETERY     [PT17]

As will be seen in the following listing, the deaths are all listed in exact chronological order from
1906 till September 1913. Then there is a gap till 1921 and scattered data through 1931. Also
there are no notations of graves missing markers. Therefore it is likely that the data were copied
from a church record book, rather than from a reading of the cemetery tombstones.

































ST. MARY’S GREEK CATHOLIC CEMETERY     [PT18]

As will be seen in the following listing, the deaths are all listed in exact chronological order.
Also there are no notations of graves missing markers. Therefore it is likely that the data were
copied from a church record book, rather than from a reading of the cemetery tombstones.


















































































































	PT01-Berkey (Joseph) cem
	PT02-Berkey Ch. of Brethren
	PT03-Brethren Ch. cem
	PT04-Custer cem
	PT05-Foustwell cem
	PT06-Fyock C=cem
	PT07-Lehman-Hoffman cem
	PT08-Lutheran cem
	PT09-Ott (Fred) graveyard
	PT10-Ott (Dorsey) graveyard
	PT11-Penrod gravyard
	PT12-Pfeil cem
	PT13-Pretoria Catholic cem
	PT14-Ripple cem
	PT15-St. Anthony's Italian cem
	PT16-SS Cyril & Methodius Ch. cem.
	PT17-St. Joseph Slovak Roman Catholic cem
	PT18-St. Mary's Greek Catholic cem
	PT19-St. Thomas Lutheran Cj cem
	PT20-Seese cem
	PT21-Shaffer cem

